THE DRY'S

A Reader Says They Fail to Note Trend of the Times

To the Editor of The Courant:—

Prohibition is supposed to be a temperance measure, and all those favoring the Eighteenth Amendment are supposed to be drys. When the truth is finally accepted, those praising this anti-temperance tidal wave will realize that they are working against their own ideals.

The Crusader organization is doing good for the Drys in its endeavor to bring about repeal of the Eighteenth Amendment. On the other hand, the W. C. T. U. is unconsciously supporting the bootleggers, speakeasies, and gangsters. When this latter group begins to realize just what their mistake is, this country will become a sensible and satisfied country.

The recent referendum in Finland should be an example for this country, but it is going like "water off a duck's back" from many drys.
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